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Project description

Our installation is an attempt to resurrect the original garden. 

In order to reach that, we have to strip down its four main elements, and expose its 
fundamentals. 

The first element is the border. It is pitch black and filters all stimuli.

Secondly it is light that makes a garden visible in the first place. Light pours into a gar-
den due to its open connection to the sky. We use a camera obscura in order to bring 
light into our garden. This light also brings an image into the garden: a filtered image of 
the sky and tree canopies is projected on a shaft. 

The camera obscura produces the fundamental photograph: a stripped down represen-
tation of the continuous buzzing stream of media images that dominate today’s society.

Thirdly, there is life bringing water. Through the light hole water may fall in the garden – 
the experience of water is enhanced – it becomes a sound-visual element. 

Finally there is forest soil at the bottom of the shaft. 

All elements for a garden biotope are present now: border, light, water and soil. 

CAMERA OBSCURA

THE GARDEN INCLUDES THE SURROUNDING WORLD INTENSIFYING EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION TO REVEAL 
THE FUNDAMENTAL GARDEN 

THE GARDEN EXCLUDES THE SURROUNDING WORLD
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Our garden re-forms the silence right before the Big Bang, just before the first light emerged 
from a black hole.

“Let there be light. Then there was light ...  Let the waters under the heavens be collected 
together into one place, and let the dry land appear. ... And the earth began to produce grass, 
seed-bearing plants and trees. ... Finally Adam said: ‘I heard your voice in the garden.”
Book of Genesis, Chapter 1
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